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Abstract  

Images and their text descriptions (i.e., captions) are readily available in great abundance over the Internet, creating a 
unique opportunity to develop AI models for image and text understanding. Consequently, learning from these image-text 
data has received a surging interest from the vision and AI community. An image contains millions of pixels capturing the 
intensity and color of a visual scene. Yet the same scene can be oftentimes summarized using dozens of words in a natural 
language. How can we bridge the gap between visual and text data? And what can we learn from these image-text pairs? 
In this talk, I will describe our attempts to address these research questions, with a focus on learning visual knowledge 
from images and their captions.

First, I will talk about our early work on learning joint representations to match images and sentences and to further align 
regions with an image and phrases from the image caption. Our latest development demonstrates the learning of these 
representations with merely image-text pairs and without knowing region-phrase correspondences. Moving forward, I will 
present our recent work on learning to detect visual concepts (e.g., object categories) and their relationships (e.g., 
predicates) -- in the form of localized scene graphs, again from only image-sentence pairs. Lastly, I will describe our 
method that leverages image scene graphs to generate accurate, diverse, and controllable image captions. If time permits, I 
will briefly cover our efforts of wearable visual sensing and first person vision.
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